


TAKE A MINUTE, 
CLOSE YOUR 
EYES AND 
THINK — 

If you were free, 
supported and fearless, 

which person you 
would become



nice to meet you — this is that you who you                                                                         are



to hold back your Greatness — she is going to get you 
anyway. She is your true essence, she is way 

wider than you can imagine. 

She is the one who has
 brought you here.

STOP WASTING
YOUR TIME

AND POSSIBILITIES



The one who is setting high goals in his life knows 
that he can grow only if he will do the things 
he afraid the most.

We operate from the state that our fears are not our 
limitations, but our points of growth. Comfort zone is 
our main limitation; while expanding it — we expand 
our opportunities.

Every limitation has its benefits and its price. 
For how long you are still ready to pay this price? 
And do you still receiving a benefit from it?



During the solution of our economic 
problems we absolutely forgot that we were 
born as a unique creatures, enlightened, capable to love, 
to empathize and to create, and our main goal is  

The great disease of our century called a "loss of soul". 
The neglected soul does not disappear — it is shown 
asymptomatically in obsessions, addictions and dreams. 

Therefore the one who did not lost his ability to dream 
will tend to become a happy person. His subconscious 
in case of reaching its freedom will celebrate its revival 
by bringing out and showing to the world the most 
beautiful symbols possible.

We are here to help you. Journeys — are just our 
drawing tool on this canvas.

TO REALIZE OUR 
POTENTIAL IN THIS 
WORLD FULLY. 



Black Box — is a transformational
custom tailor-made adventure. 

It is a journey for those who had almost been everywhere and 
had seen almost everything; for those who are not anymore 
interested to simply consume things and for those who are 

ready for the crazy experience.

The deepest purpose of it — is the reunion with your own Self.

“From second start to the right   
And straight on till the sunrise”



It is your life and it becomes 
shorter every minute. Are you 
ready to spend this invaluable 
time without having made the 
things you always dreamed of? 
Are you ready to do never 
recognize yourself, your 
possibilities and opportunities?

Apply


